Tryptophan interactions with glycerol/water and trehalose/sucrose cryosolvents: infrared and fluorescence spectroscopy and ab initio calculations.
In order to correlate how the solvent affects emission properties of tryptophan, the fluorescence and phosphorescence emission spectra of tryptophan and indole model compounds were compared for solid sugar glass (trehalose/sucrose) matrix and glycerol/water solution and under the same conditions, these matrices were examined by infrared spectroscopy. Temperature was varied from 290 to 12 K. In sugar glass, the fluorescence and phosphorescence emission spectra are constant over this temperature range and the fluorescence remains red shifted; these results are consistent with the static interaction of OH groups with tryptophan in the sugar glass. In sugar glass containing water, the water retains mobility over the entire temperature range as indicated by the HOH infrared bending frequency. The fluorescence of tryptophan in glycerol/water shifts to the blue as temperature decreases and the frequency change of the absorption of the HOH bend mode is larger than in the sugar glass. These results suggest rearrangement of glycerol and water molecules over the entire temperature change. Shifts in the fluorescence emission maximum of indole and tryptophan were relatively larger than shifts for the phosphorescence emission-as expected for the relatively smaller excited triplet state dipole for tryptophan. The fluorescence emission of tryptophan in glycerol/water at low temperature has maxima at 312, 313, and 316 nm at pH 1.4, 7.0, and 10.6, respectively. The spectral shifts are interpreted to be an indication of a charge, or Stark phenomena, effect on the excited state molecule, as supported by ab initio calculations. To check whether the amino acid remains charged over the temperature range, the infrared spectrum of alanine was monitored over the entire range of temperature. The ratio of infrared absorption characteristic of carboxylate/carbonyl was constant in glycerol/water and sugar glass, which indicates that the charge was retained. Tryptophan buried in proteins, namely calcium parvalbumin from cod and aldolase from rabbit, showed temperature profiles of the fluorescence spectra that were largely independent of the solvent (glycerol/water or sugar glass) and temperature whereas the fluorescence and phosphorescence yields were dependent. The results demonstrate how the rich information found in tryptophan luminescence can provide information on the dipolar nature and dynamics of the matrix.